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Details of Visit:

Author: muther72
Type of Visit: Outcall
Date and Time of Visit: 03/12/2006 21.00
Duration of Visit: 10hrs +
Amount Paid: 600
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Affair Girls
Website: http://www.affairgirls.co.uk
Phone: 07900968627

The Premises:

My hotel near London Bridge. Fantastic room, very clean and comfortable.

The Lady:

Goregeous! The photos on the websites are pretty accurate when you bear in mind how touched up
studio shots can be.
Early twenties. Standing at 5'7" tall Keira use to be an athlete and gymnast so is a curvy but well
toned 34B-24-34 and has luciously long legs wrapped in grey lace-topped hold-ups.
Smouldering grey-blue colour eyes and that amazing strawberry blond cropped hair (blonder in real
life).

The Story:

Due to a change of location I was running late when I finally checked into my hotel.
I had arranged to meet Keira in the hotel lobby but after a frantic shower and shave I didn't get
downstairs till about 9.30. In hindsight I should have asked her to come up to the room - I wouldn't
normally let a lady wait for me that long. Ever. So my apologies again to Keira.
When we finally met she was sat in a pink overcoat reading her vocabulary book. After brief
introductions we ajourned to the hotel restaurant to have dinner. Keira has only been in the country
a few weeks and was learning English so her conversational skills were a little "entertaining," you
had to be patient (I mean that in a positive way!)
After an enjoyable dinner we retired to my room. Keira said she was cold and wanted a nice hot
shower. Who am I to refuse the poor girl this request? We both stripped off and jumped in, lots of
hot water, soap, suds and rubbing as our hands explored each other.
Into bed, more passionate kissing, some awesome but quick OWO, and then on with the cover for
the first round, albeit a short one as it had been a while for me. Nevertheless, she felt amazing and
we kissed, cuddled, chatted, drank more champagne and ate fruit & chocs afterwards.
Once I had recovered the next session was quite intense with Keira putting to good use her
gymnastics training as we tried different positions. We were wiped out and both soon fell asleep.
We were both awoken by room service in the morning delivering breakfast. But before that another
bout - I love morning sex!
After breakfast and a quick shower we both got reluctantly dressed and I drove Keira back to her
apartment. If we both did not have prior engagements I'm sure we would have spent the rest of the
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morning together.

This was the first time I had ever done an overnighter. I very much enjoyed the experience and
making the acquaintance of such a delightful young lady. Whilst the conversation didn't flow very
easily at times. I would recommend a Russian phrasebook/dictionary for a longer appointment like
mine instead of the game of charades trying to describe objects but Keira's English will in time get
better.
Any other comments? Well on reflection, Keira didn't seem big on foreplay which would have made
each session last longer. I'm not sure if this was personal preference or the way she works as when
I was making my initial enquiries with the agencies (Keira can also be found on Alphababes.co.uk
and as Kaiva on 90Minute.co.uk) I would be given prices by one for extras that would be considered
inclusive in the fee with the others. Maybe I'm overanalysing things.

So in summary, I would definitely do an overnight session again, and most definitely would love to
spend it with Keira again before she disappears back to Moscow. A true GFE.
To use the old cliche, look after her guys!
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